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FOREWORD
The banking industry is undergoing signiﬁcant transformation following the ﬁnancial
crisis. Banks have had to rethink their strategies and operating models and there is now
is a growing acknowledgement that corporate governance of banks and other ﬁnancial
institutions differs considerably from general corporate governance due to heightened
regulatory expectations, increased market complexity, and performance needs.
The theme of this issue of the Hawkamah Journal centers on corporate governance
within both the conventional and Islamic banking sectors and explores areas which often
raise unique problems for corporate governance that are not found in other corporate
sectors.
In this regard, we are privileged to feature an interview with Eissa Al Suwaidi, the
Chairman of Abu Dhabi Commercial Bank, who discusses the importance of embedding
a strong governance culture across all levels of the bank. The Journal also offers insights
from practitioners on why serving on a bank board is different to being a board member
in a non-ﬁnancial institution and on the governance requirements in Islamic ﬁnancial
institutions.
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INTERVIEW WITH EISSA AL SUWAIDI

Eissa Al Suwaidi, Chairman of Abu Dhabi Commercial Bank
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INTERVIEW WITH EISSA AL SUWAIDI

There is nothing ostentatious about the headquarters of Abu
Dhabi Commercial Bank, an unassuming ofﬁce block on a
central street corner. Yet these modest surroundings mask a
1
tale of considerable achievement. The bank, which is 58 per
cent owned by the government through the Abu Dhabi
Investment Council, is both highly proﬁtable with a ﬁrst quarter
2015 return on equity of 22 per cent and an acknowledged
regional leader in corporate governance.
Academics will argue at length over the impact of governance
on the bottom line, but, even if causality cannot be proved,
there is no doubting the bank’s long term commitment to
governance. It began even before the ﬁnancial crisis, says
Chairman Eissa Mohammed Ghanem Al Suwaidi, when the
Bank decided to implement a governance programme with
the help of the International Finance Corporation. By the time
he became chairman in 2008, the ﬁnancial crisis had given
the move a particularly strong impetus. “The crisis provided us
with the best opportunity to put in place a very stringent
framework. We found that essential,” he says, “but this is more
than doing just what the rules say. You have to respect the
spirit.” So when the SCA securities regulator developed a
code for listed companies during 2008, the bank decided to
apply it even though banks were exempt.
ADCB understands the importance of developing strong trust
between the bank and each of its stakeholders, he explains.
Shareholders, investors, depositors, staff, and customers – all
stakeholders – need to trust the bank. Strong governance
drives that trust and develops a positive loop of investment
and support. In addition, strong governance helps the bank to
make better, properly considered, decisions on operational
and strategic matters.
HE CITES THREE PARTICULAR ADVANTAGES:
• Appropriate Board governance makes the Board more
effective. Where the bank ensures that appropriate amounts of
information, and appropriate content, ﬂows to the Board, it will
make better informed decisions.

INTERVIEW WITH EISSA AL SUWAIDI

• Governance around strategy setting enables it to assess
strategic priorities and direction properly.
• Governance around remuneration enables appropriate
incentivisation of staff and ensures that their interests are
aligned with those of the Bank.
Besides, strong risk governance should enable us to assess
our risks properly and position the bank to perform well in both
good and bad economic environments. IT security risks can
be mitigated by strong governance and oversight. Suppliers
can represent huge risks to the Bank - imagine a data security
breach at a credit card processing agent- strong vendor
governance can help us to understand and mitigate these
risks.
Overall, he says, banks can avoid reputational risk and compliance risks by strong governance practices, including
oversight of product governance processes. That helps
deliver the government’s purpose as a shareholder, too.
“Government looks to the bank to deliver stability, funding the
economy in the right way,” he adds. As such, the interests of
the Government and the Bank are aligned, and the Government does not want or need to interfere in the management
process. Indeed the point of having strong governance is that
it provides a framework in which the management can enjoy a
high level of independence.
Yet, is it not a challenge to impose governance standards
mostly developed abroad where the culture and legal
background are different? Less than many might think, he
replies.
Most global governance principles can be relatively easily
imported. That applies for example to risk, remuneration, and
product governance principles. Indeed, when the Basel
Committee of bank supervisors recently issued new international principles for banks, ADCB was already compliant with
almost all of them. On remuneration, the bank’s policy
includes claw-back and deferral as well as adjustment of
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reward for risk.
The areas which are not so easy to transport, and which are
challenges for all institutions in the UAE, are largely at board
level. These include challenges around independence,
conﬂicts, board experience, diversity and succession. ADCB
has sought to address these challenges by making sure the
board is aware of them, and so bringing them into the open. It
regularly reminds all its board members about issues of
conﬂicts. It maintains conﬂict registers, and, on a quarterly
basis, obtains declarations from Board member concerning
their duties.
On the occasional circumstance where the bank considers
entering into a transaction with its major shareholder (such as
a lending exposure or guarantee) the shareholders’ nominees
will not vote on the matter and any negotiations will be on
entirely arm’s length terms.
To help it maintain international standards of governance, the
board has developed a tradition of employing senior outside
advisers from the ﬁnancial sector. The ﬁrst was Lord (Mervyn)
Davies, the former chairman of Standard Chartered and the
current one is Sir Gerry Grimstone, Chairman of Standard Life.
“We brought them in to provide a third party perspective on
our governance practices, and to help us with the continual
process of improvement,” the Chairman says.
Thus their experience and involvement has helped the bank to
reﬁne its governance arrangements. In particular, they have
helped the board exercise real independence. Directors are
better able to challenge senior management, deﬁne management KPIs, reﬁne information ﬂows from management to
board, deﬁne the bank’s risk appetite and strategy, and to
conduct board evaluations.

One key change has been the appointment of the bank’s ﬁrst
female director. Aysha Al Hallami, a senior strategy executive
involved in research and tactical asset allocation at the Abu
Dhabi Investment Authority, is also the ﬁrst female director of
any bank in the UAE. This is more than just a token gesture,
the Chairman says. She brings valuable expertise in
investments and risk assessment.
The bank conducts a board evaluation annually. The process
involves a written questionnaire, and self-assessment forms,
and subsequent individual and board committee level discussions. The results of these are analysed and the board
corporate governance committee develops an action plan
which is then implemented. Every third year it appoints an
independent third party to conduct the evaluation.
The evaluation process enables the board to take action on
points which may not be considered on a day to day basis.
The ﬁrst few evaluations were extremely useful in helping
reﬁne the overall framework and adjustments to improve
board effectiveness. Subsequent evaluations have resulted in
more subtle but also useful adjustments.
The independent expert brings a new perspective and is able
to raise issues in a conﬁdential and independent manner. It is
helpful to appoint experts who have had signiﬁcant experience in acting at the Board level, because governance theory
can only help to a certain extent and there is little substitute for
practical experience.
The Chairman acknowledges that compliance with regulation
has become an important issue for the board. Each board
meeting involves reports from the Bank’s internal auditor and
an update from the Chairman of the Board Audit & Compliance Committee; it is important for directors to constantly
challenge management “to make sure that the management
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knows we are concerned as much about internal controls and
compliance as overall strategy and performance.” Yet the
bank does not see governance as simply a compliance
process. Its real contribution is to the development of a healthy
culture, he says.
The local banking industry has received a raft of new regulations over recent years, covering matters ranging from
consumer products to liquidity. As a general rule, it welcomes
these regulations, as they will provide stability to the market
and underpin growth over the longer term.
While compliance costs have grown, and continue to grow,
the bank does not see any risk that compliance issues will
overshadow governance culture. Governance is not a matter
of compliance; it is an entirely separate issue. At ADCB
governance is coordinated from the corporate secretarial
group, but it is clear that suitable governance is the responsibility of everyone, from the board to staff at all levels.
ADCB feels that good culture is an outcome, which is
developed over time as a result of consistency of various
inputs. In particular, it is vital that the Chairman and board set
the appropriate tone at the top, and constantly ensure and
look for activity which reinforces this in all interactions and at
all levels. All decision making must be made with this in mind,
from hiring decisions, to strategic or other operational
decisions. Poor governance will be considered in the same
light as any other business underperformance. Consistency
in these matters ought to develop a strong governance culture
over time.

“We like to look not only at what is happening, but also at why
things happen,” he says. Internal audit plays a part in this
process of culture-development, but it will only be a part and
the process must be led by the board and senior management.
Listening to the Chairman, there is no doubting the pride in the
governance achievements to date. These have been
recognised through two Hawkamah awards for bank governance. The bank has also been used as a case study both by
the IFC and the INSEAD business school. Yet Mr. Al Suwaidi
also acknowledges that embedding governance is a continuous and continuing task.
“What makes me feel more comfortable about the outstanding
issues”, he says, “is that we are aware of them, and we
constantly reviewing and repeating the processes that we
have put in place to address them. Embedding a strong
governance culture across all levels of the bank is a huge
challenge. This will be an ongoing, never ending, process.”
So, for example, the bank has just started improving its
supplier governance processes, which will continue. Also he
hopes it can continue to deepen and improve the Bank’s risk
governance, product governance, IT security governance,
and subsidiary governance processes over the short to
medium term. Maintaining the independence of the board
and succession planning is another challenge which requires
careful work with the controlling shareholder.
Above all, the challenge is not to drop ones guard in the good
times. “The most difﬁcult moments come when the economy is
strong and the challenge from the competition is intense. Then
the quest for proﬁt can be overwhelming,” he says.
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WHY ARE BANK BOARDS DIFFERENT?

Article by Frank Dangeard, Managing Partner, Harcourt

Not many sectors can claim to be able to thoroughly disrupt
the world economy. Crisis after crisis, the banking sector has
shown that it can do just that. If only because of the “systemic
risk” posed by the banking sector, being on the board of a
bank is like no other board position in any other sectors of the
economy.

over 10 years and, from that vantage point, have observed,
and have had to deal with, the implosion of the “Internet
bubble”, followed by the “great moderation”, leading itself to
the 2008-10 ﬁnancial crisis, and now the aftermath of the
crisis. My thoughts on “why? how? and so what?” are as
follows.

Banks vary widely by size, product range, customer base,
international reach, and so do their boards’ composition and
roles. Despite the variety, many governance experts have
noted that bank boards are different, and have pointed out
various reasons why that might be. My own experience
certainly conﬁrms this view. I have been on bank boards for

Apart from the “systemic risk” posed by many banks (the
so-called “SIFIs” - Systemically Important Financial
Institutions) to the ﬁnancial system and therefore to the
economy at large, I believe there are ﬁve main reasons why
being a bank director is different. Some sectors present some
of these elements, but none have all ﬁve simultaneously.
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The business of a bank is complex. In most sectors you do not
need to be an expert at the underlying products or service to
be a good director. For example, you do not need to be able
to write complex code to sit on the board of a technology
company, nor be able give technical conferences on the future
of network technology to sit on the board of a telecom
company, and still do your job well. In the case of a bank, I
believe you do need to understand the underlying products.
This is because the core business of a bank is to manage
ﬁnancial risk, and in order to oversee risk you need to
understand what you are overseeing.
In addition, the business of a bank is very fast-moving. Apart
maybe from the really small local ones, banks are directly
exposed to international economic and ﬁnancial ﬂuctuations.
These can change overnight and a bank must be prepared to
react. For example, funding and liquidity conditions may
change in less than 24 hours. If a bank is dependent on
wholesale funding, even only partially, its liquidity may dry up
quickly. It needs to prepare for that eventuality and have an
action plan in place.
Then, banks have two characteristics, shared by some other
sectors like technology, but which are still unique: they are
highly people dependent, and they rely heavily on technology
– particularly on their IT networks.
Many recent examples have shown how dependent banks are
on the competence and ethical behavior of their people.
Stafﬁng is key for adequate risk management, proper conduct
and ethical behavior. Codes of conduct, processes, internal
controls, internal audit play a key role of course. But all of
these can be circumvented by the wrong people, from the
“rogue trader” to the unethical “money-laundering” executive
focused on his annual bonus. And remuneration and
incentives can indeed have perverse effects, as the ﬁnancial
crisis had abundantly demonstrated, even where there has
been no unethical behavior.
At the same level of importance are IT networks and
processes. Banks are customer-facing risk management
businesses sitting on large, complex, and often antiquated
legacy IT networks. Crises exposing weaknesses in these
areas have had a tendency to pop-up almost daily in recent
months. Cyberattacks are a constant worry and a constant
threat for any ﬁnancial institution. And, to complicate things
even further, digital banking is disrupting traditional business
models, whether retail banking, payment transaction and
processing, or consumer credit. As a result IT costs have
exploded and will continue to be one of the largest items of
bank operating costs and capex. Understandably, bank
managements, board and regulators have been actively
trying to beef up their competences in the digital space. In no

other sector are “digital directors” more in demand, but have
also been harder to ﬁnd.
Finally, banks have to please multiple-stakeholders. This is
true of any company – it must cater to employees, clients,
shareholders (whether public or private), public authorities,
etc. But banks are not only business entities, they also have a
quasi “public service” role. Consequently, reputational risks
are high in all aspects of their business, and public authorities
and regulators have a natural and justiﬁable tendency to keep
a close watch on how banks are managed – some would say,
to the point of interference.
These speciﬁcities drive aspects of the workload of a bank
board that are not common on other boards, or at least not to
the same extent. Some aspects will be similar whatever the
board (performance review, ﬁnancial disclosure, HR discussion, etc.), but at least four, in my experience, will be very
different.
Banks operate in a highly regulated environment. Many
companies do not, and regulation will then hardly be
discussed at board level (other than through compliance
reviews, for example). But for a bank, regulation is not only a
large part of the board agenda, it also drives a large part of
strategy and business development. This raises the difﬁcult
questions of how “expert” a bank director has to be in regulatory questions, how much he or she can rely on internal teams,
how he or she needs to stay up-to-date on a constantly changing regulatory environment, how he or she gets updated on
regulatory compliance, and how much time the board needs
to spend on regulatory matters, as these could easily occupy
the entire agenda.
In addition, every bank board understands that, in today’s
world, it needs to oversee ethics and compliance very
seriously indeed. Processes must be in place, internal control
and internal audit teams must be given the right authority and
independence, but the “tone-from-the-top” also matters
enormously. This is where top management and the board
come in. Recent spectacular ﬁnes from various authorities
have shown that, whilst ethical violations may occur even in
the best managed banks, the quality of the control environment and the way in which these violations are dealt with are
key to assessing the size of the penalty. Ethics and compliance are a now standing item of every bank board meeting
agenda (rather than once or twice a year in most other
sectors), and banks boards increasingly have dedicated
committees on these matters (rather than have them dealt with
by the audit committee). Ethics and compliance issues are
complex and difﬁcult to oversee, even with the best management teams and processes.
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Bank accounting is complex. Even worse, it is often
non-transparent and counter-intuitive to non-ﬁnancial and
accounting experts. We all know that accounting rules are
sometimes a little surprising, as they try to capture the
business reality into a set of numbers. In the case of banks,
these rules are both highly complex (even in non-ﬁnancial
companies, the most complex accounting aspects are often
related to the accounting of treasury and investment
instruments), and often downright odd (for example, the IFRS
treatment of interest rate variations of bank debt instruments).
As a result, and unless the director is already well versed in
bank accounting, a new appointee should really spend a few
years attending the audit committee before he or she start to
really understand the ﬁnancial results and the board discussion around them. In most other sectors, the “induction” is
much quicker.
Finally, as mentioned above, risk management is the “core
business” of a bank (and increasingly also, proper management of its IT!). Understanding risk requires a deep
understanding of the bank’s products and the markets it
operates in. The assessment of risk and the risk appetite of the
bank are the other side of the bank’s strategy. The Risk
Committee, now obligatory in many jurisdictions, is not only
about risk management, but very fundamentally also about
strategy. In no other sectors are risk and strategy so closely
linked.
All of the above has profound consequences both for board
members and for board organizations.
A candidate to a bank board position will rightly worry about
the time commitment (and, correspondingly, the remuneration), the importance of regulatory aspects, the responsibility
and personal accountability, the reputational and ﬁnancial
risks, and the potentially frustratingly large gap between the
management’s and the board’s information. These are worries
for any director in any company, but they are heightened for a
bank board member. In addition, regulators are now so closely
involved in all aspects of decision making that directors can
also worry that they are disenfranchised, and consider that the
real board is the regulator.
From a board’s perspective and from a regulator’s perspective, composing the right board is not easy. The example of the
“digital director” is just a case in point. Obviously, knowledge
of the digital world is necessary at board level, if only to
engage in the right oversight and value-added discussions
with management on IT, cybersecurity and digital banking. At
the same time the candidate needs to have an understanding
of the ﬁnancial world, of governance and the board’s role,
combined with signiﬁcant business experience. The fact that
boards and regulators seem to be struggling in this area
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shows that the positions are not that easy to ﬁll. The same
could be said about retail banking experience, risk management experience, etc.
Most countries have “best-practices” governance codes
which address issues such as composition, number of
directors, committees, etc. They are more or less compulsory,
but generally tend to play a positive role in unifying board
structures, organizations and behaviors around common
tested practices. In the case of banks, legislators and regulators have concluded from the ﬁnancial crisis that
“best-practices” codes are not enough, and have stepped in
much more heavily. Multiple international (FSB, Basel Committee, ECB, etc.) and national (FSA, FED, etc.) oversight and
regulatory bodies have mandated how boards should be
structured and organized. Whilst there are still many
differences between regions and countries, certain general
themes emerge: composition of the board, limitation on board
members’ other activities, number of committees (at least
audit, risk, remuneration and nomination), detailed prescription of the role of these committees, increasingly separation of
chairman and CEO, detailed prescription of how risk should
be analyzed and the risk function‘s independence guaranteed, rules on remuneration both in substance and disclosure,
etc. Legislators and regulators even go into how the bank’s
businesses should be organized and, at times, ring-fenced,
giving rise to the need for additional boards with separate
regulatory oversight.
In summary, I believe that being a bank director is like no other
job. And after reading this long list of constraints, with the
added prospect of having to work hard and the potential of
being frustrated, it would be fair to ask why one would ever
contemplate joining a bank board. My personal answer is very
simple: it is one of the most demanding but interesting jobs I
can think of.
Every negative has a positive, if the board dynamics are right
and the quality of the board is high. A bank board is a fascinating “window” onto world ﬁnance and the world economy, it is
intellectually and professionally challenging, it is varied and
ﬂuctuating, and banking is a highly competitive sector where
a differentiating strategy is difﬁcult to design and implement.
Finally, going back to my observation in the introduction, in
very few other board positions can you have the impact on
society you can have as a bank board director.
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THE EVOLVING GOVERNANCE
REQUIREMENTS OF ISLAMIC FINANCIAL
INSTITUTIONS

• Dr. Rod Monger is a board member at SDI Capital Limited, a DIFC-registered asset management company.
He was previously CEO of an Islamic window bank, and currently serves as Professor of Finance and Accounting
at the American University of Afghanistan. He is also a Certiﬁed Islamic Professional Accountant.
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The Governance Environment
Between 2003 and 2013, Islamic ﬁnance assets grew at a
compound annual rate of 24.6% to an estimated US $1.8
trillion driven primarily by Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC)
countries, Iran and Malaysia. Banking represents four-ﬁfths of
these assets, Sukuk another 15 percent with the remainder in
leasing, equity markets, investment funds, Takaful, and microﬁnance.
Yet, Islamic ﬁnancial assets still represent less than 1 percent
of global ﬁnancial assets. As a result, Islamic ﬁnance lacks
economies of scale and Islamic ﬁnancial institutions still
operate in an environment without adequate infrastructure,
and without access to central bank liquidity and ﬁnancial
safety nets routinely available to conventional banks. In
addition, the legal and regulatory environment often fails to
take into account the special requirements of Islamic ﬁnance.

2. Boards of Islamic ﬁnancial institutions must also govern
consistent with the speciﬁc characteristics of the Shari’ah.
Concurrently, Boards of Islamic ﬁnancial institutions must
pursue a second track, which is crafting their governance
practices to comply with the characteristics of Islamic ﬁnance.
As already noted, the supporting infrastructure for Islamic
ﬁnance is less developed than for conventional. Thus, to some
extent, it’s fair to say that Islamic boards are thrown back on
their own resourcefulness to ensure proper governance.
My own experience suggests that boards sometimes take a
wait-and-see attitude when, for example, new legislation or
regulation from the regulator is anticipated. Long lead times in
the legislative and regulatory process induce a competitive
paralysis. In the meantime, the issue remains about whether
Islamic products and services are competitive.

At the same time, boards are facing spiraling complexity in
Islamic ﬁnance. Innovation often means that multiple Shari’ah
compliant contracts are layered to mimic features available in
conventional ﬁnancing. This process sometimes involves third
parties so that the resulting complexity elevates the uncertainties related to credit, market, operational, and legal risks.

In my judgment, this can be attributed to the lack of capacity
on boards and in management to conﬁdently move ahead
with Islamic ﬁnance. Think, for example, of a conventional
bank that delays reasonable innovation in products and
services because the board fears new laws or regulations.
That would be unreasonable, and so it is in Islamic ﬁnance.

Dual Challenge
This environment poses a dual challenge to boards of Islamic
ﬁnancial institutions.
1. Boards of Islamic ﬁnancial institutions must ﬁrst govern
consistent with existing internationally recognized standards.

Also, some boards may feel that because the Shari’ah committee approves proposed products and services, that all responsibility for governance is discharged. But that attitude simply
will not serve. The special characteristics of Islamic ﬁnance,
as we shall see, mean that all functions in credit, investment,
operations, compliance, auditing, and risk management must
be adapted to Islamic banking and ﬁnance requirements.
These are not issues of Shari’ah compliance, but of good,
comprehensive governance.

Most guidance including the Accounting, Auditing and
Governance Standards from the Accounting and Auditing
Organization for Islamic Financial Institutions (AAOIFI) and
various standards from the Islamic Financial Services Board
(IFSB) recognize that good governance of Islamic ﬁnancial
institutions begins with existing standards developed for all
banks and ﬁnancial institutions. The Islamic Financial Services
Board notes, for example, that many bodies that are
concerned with the promotion of good corporate governance
have issued codes of corporate governance best practices,
which have been widely accepted as the international
standards, and would be relevant and useful for (Islamic
ﬁnancial institutions).
The observation is sometimes made that Islamic ﬁnancial
institutions are often located in developing countries where
corporate governance is generally weak in any event, and that
signiﬁcant strides are needed to improve overall governance.
But this article focuses speciﬁcally on issues related to Islamic
governance rather than the broader question of compliance
with general, non-Islamic standards.

Shari’ah Compliance
Nonetheless, directors of Islamic ﬁnancial institutions must
start by ensuring that their products and services are Shari’ah
compliant, and this is done through the Shari’ah committee.
But creating an effective Shari’ah committee is easier said
than done.
The root problem is the overall shortage of qualiﬁed Shari’ah
scholars capable of serving on the committee. While ﬁnding
mullahs who can issue fatwas consistent with the Shari’ah
rarely poses a problem, identifying scholars who understand
the ﬁnancial services business, who can help implement
competitive strategy consistent with the risk appetite of the
institution, and who can work through proposals that involve
complex Islamic products and services, as already
mentioned, can present a real challenge.

1. Kammer, Alfred et al, Islamic Finance: Opportunities, Challenges, and Policy Options, IMF Staff Discussion Note, International Monetary Fund, April 2015. 2. Guiding Principles on Corporate
Governance for Institutions Offering Only Islamic Financial Services (Excluding Islamic Insurance (Takaful) Institutions and Islamic Mutual Funds), Islamic Financial Services Board, December
2006. 3. Here the term Shari’ah committee is used to distinguish from references to the board of directors. The term Shari’ah Supervisory Board or Shari’ah Board is sometimes used, but the
meaning is the same.
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High demand and low supply means that qualiﬁed scholars
may overcommit. One recognized scholar served on
forty-seven Shari’ah boards internationally. Regulators, as are
boards of directors of Islamic ﬁnancial services ﬁrms, are
increasingly taking a dim view of these practices just as they
would non-executive directors who overcommit and cannot
adequately discharge their responsibilities.
What this means for directors is that boards need to be very
clear about the qualiﬁcations of the persons to serve on the
Shari’ah committee. The Shari’ah committee must be
structured to ensure products and services are compliant but
at the same time, consistent with the ﬁrm’s risk appetite,
innovative and competitive.
Further, boards must have well-deﬁned nominations policies
and procedures to ensure the sustainability of the Shari’ah
committee. An internal Shari’ah committee is not necessarily
required. These services could be wholly or partially
outsourced to consultancy services including other ﬁnancial
institutions that offer the services of their committees to
outside entities.
Boards also need to ensure that the institution’s policies and
practices reﬂect a single source for interpretation of the
Shari’ah. Different scholars sometimes have different interpretations, and these differences are sometimes reﬂected in, for
example, the Hanaﬁ school which is more prevalent in the
Middle East, versus Shaﬁ’i which is more typical of Malaysia.
Even within schools of thought, different scholars have
different interpretations. The practical point is that directors
ensure that management is following the preferred source of
interpretations and not ﬂip-ﬂopping between sources to
secure the most favorable fatwas.
Control and Compliance
Boards, of course, rely on the audit committee, internal
auditors and independent auditors for control. Thus, the board
must ensure that the requisite level of competency exists
within audit committee and the internal audit department. In
window institutions, directors can establish such expertise
within the conventional internal audit department or in a
separate unit.
However, experience suggests that even in window
institutions, it is better to avoid creating parallel systems to
serve conventional and Islamic. Integrating the knowledge of
both avoids silo-building and unnecessary administrative
duplication. The audit committee should evaluate external
auditors to ensure that they have sufﬁcient expertise to audit
from both Islamic and non-Islamic (e.g., International Financial
Reporting Standards). The same advice applies to the compli-

ance function. A single unit should be equipped to handle all
laws and regulations whether they are speciﬁc to Islamic
banking and ﬁnance, or not.

Investment Account Holders
Islamic ﬁnance involves the sharing of risk and reward. Paying
or earning interest is prohibited. Thus, returns on deposits
must be structured as investments and the depositors are
investment account holders. The ﬁduciary relationship of the
board to investment account holders resembles that of the
entity with its shareholders. Thus, recognizing that the
potential for conﬂict of interest exists between investment
account holders and shareholders, directors must be mindful
of their obligation to enforce the rights of investment account
holders.
The Islamic Financial Services Board (IFSB) requires that the
ﬁnancial institution put investment account holders on an
equal footing with shareholders by insuring their access to
information related to their investment accounts. Likewise,
Hawkamah7 recommends that Islamic ﬁnancial institutions
should treat investment account holders as pari passu with the
shareholders with regard to the disclosure of information
regarding the investment accounts, smoothing of reserves
policy and returns on investments. In short, a higher standard
of disclosure is required to investment account holders as
opposed to interest-earning depositors in conventional
ﬁnance. Disclosure extends to the general investment
objectives related to unrestricted investment accounts including risk-sharing terms.
Proﬁt Equalization. Boards must also ensure that smoothing of
returns on investment accounts is handled in a transparent
manner. Periodically, proﬁts on investment accounts are tallied
and adjustments made to holders’ accounts. However,
ﬁnancial institutions earmark some of these returns into a proﬁt
equalization reserve (PER). One issue whether proﬁt equalization reserves are being used to mask volatility of assets that
are riskier than the risk and return parameters established for
the investment account.
Other Implications. Proﬁt sharing accounts also have implications for computation of capital adequacy ratios. In addition,
monies retained in proﬁt equalization reserves belong to the
investment account holders. If that holder liquidates the
investment, that provision must be made to distribute his or
her share of the retained proﬁt.
Risk Management
Overall, risk management tools speciﬁc to Islamic ﬁnancial
institutions remain underdeveloped and rating methodologies
(e.g., CAMELS, stress testing) need to be further adapted.

4. An estimated 75 percent of Islamic bank assets are Murabahah, a type of mark-up ﬁnancing whereby the bank buys goods from a third party and then resells them to the borrower on terms.
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Other, speciﬁc issues boards may encounter include the
following.
Credit Risk. Islamic ﬁnancial institutions face many of the
same credit risk factors as conventional banks such as
collateral quality, effectiveness of the legal system, and size of
the banking book. But Islamic institutions face additional risks
partly due risk sharing inherent in the Shari’ah. For example,
on the asset side, conventional debt can be restructured and
even re-priced in the event of default or near-default, and
repayment is not conditional on proﬁtability. Not so with
Islamic investments. Islamic investments.
Because an Islamic banking depositor is essentially an
investor, except for current accounts that earn no return, credit
risk spreads to the liability side. Credit losses mean a loss of
earnings and as a practical matter that leads to a loss of
investors who can presumably ﬁnd better returns elsewhere.
This places pressure on management to generate competitive
returns and it also creates special pressures on dual window
banks, a topic discussed later in this article.
Some experts have argued that Islamic banking actually
presents a more conservative risk proﬁle, but this is beside the
point. The practical issue for the board goes back to the
basics of whether comprehensive credit policies and
procedures are in place that fully contemplate the credit risk
differences inherent in Islamic ﬁnancial instruments. In particular, boards should ensure that Islamic credit and investment
committees are keeping a sharp eye on economic conditions
that might cause a deterioration of payments to the bank.
Liquidity Risk. In general, liquidity risk for Islamic banks has
tended to be low due in part to limited availability of
investment opportunities and other factors. But boards need
to be vigilant nonetheless. One reason is the potential for early,
rapid withdrawal of amounts in current accounts that typically
make up a high proportion of deposits in many Islamic banks.
Also, Islamic banks may have more difﬁculty raising new
funds quickly from Islamic market sources during a liquidity
crunch.
Interest Risk. Though the Shari’ah forbids interest, the
dominance of conventional ﬁnance means that interest rates
affect earnings in Islamic institutions as well as asset values.
Thus, even in fully compliant institutions, boards must ensure
that the appropriate committees are monitoring interest rate
movements to assess any potential impact on Islamic
earnings and assets. Thus, mechanisms that examine interest
rate risk are required even if the practice of paying or charging
interest is not.

Fully Compliant Shari’ah Institutions versus Windows
Boards of window institutions face additional challenges
compared to fully compliant banks, mostly with respect to
operations. Dual window banks must ensure that Islamic and
conventional funds are not co-mingled, and that Islamic
banking operations are in compliance with Shari’ah principles.

As a practical matter, this means that carefully considered
policies and procedures to address to enforce this separation
must be in place. A weak point, previously discussed, is when
dual window banks have signiﬁcantly more Islamic deposits
than investment vehicles, thus shifting the weight of Islamic
earnings to the trading book. The temptation for management,
of course, is to co-mingle invested funds. This may or may not
be due solely to a shortage of Islamic trading book opportunities, but simply may be the result of poorly constructed
policies and procedures.
In dual window institutions, the challenge of enforcing the
rights of investment account holders can be complicated. In
one case, an Islamic window bank’s management was acutely
aware that depositors were attracted to Islamic products
because the bank offered the highest return in the marketplace.
Yet, that return was partially achieved because virtually all
expenses of the business (i.e., facilities, information systems,
overhead personnel) were charged to the conventional side of
the business thus inﬂating Islamic proﬁts. The issue was not so
much one of deceit, but rather of management sloppiness.
But it nonetheless raised ethical issues that the board remiss
in ignoring.
A Duty of Extra Care
Islamic ﬁnance will continue to grow and its ﬁnancial markets
will continue to deepen. Evidence suggests that diffusion of
Islamic ﬁnance is still highly inﬂuenced by oil prices, but that is
likely to change in the future. Many Muslim countries have low
rates of ﬁnancial inclusion but as their populations increase
their participation, Islamic ﬁnancial institutions are likely to
diversify and with it the complexity of the challenges facing
their boards. In other words, Islamic banking and ﬁnance is
very much an evolving sector.
The rapid rise of Islamic ﬁnance has meant that the boards
must function as something of governance pioneers. Not only
do boards have to be attuned to and comply with internationally accepted non-Islamic governance standards, but they
must also understand and apply evolving Islamic standards.
Also evolving is the art of governance as it applies to Islamic
ﬁnancial institutions.
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VW’S TROUBLES
company to put a lid on the problem. What is needed however
is a real solution which would prevent a recurrence. That in
turn requires an honest examination of the root causes of the
crisis.
It would be very convenient for Volkswagen, the German
government and the broader car industry if the problem could
be pinned to a few rogue employees who could be unmasked
and punished. The rules of conduct could be changed to
block loopholes, and business could quickly return to normal.
Yet what has happened here is far too serious for that. This is
organised cheating on a grand scale with consequences
potentially far more damaging than the notorious rigging of the
Libor interest rates by cliques of money market traders. VW
cars have emitted more particulates than people believed.
Their customers have been deceived, the environment has
been damaged and the increased pollution seems likely to
contribute materially to human health risks. As for the giant
VW, it has forfeited the trust it needs for its cars to sell at their
traditional premium and faces remediation costs that could
pose existential risks to the company.

This article by Peter Montagnon explores the initial
governance lessons from the Volkswagen emissions
scandal. The critical issue facing the company is not
only what has gone wrong but why the crisis arose.
Only if it addresses the question “why” will it be able
to protect itself from future problems. This is a universal
lesson for companies in trouble.

It will take us a long time to discover what really went wrong at
Volkswagen. We know that the ﬁrm and its subsidiaries have
been hit by the shock discovery that 11m of their cars
contained software designed to mislead regulators into
thinking that they were compliant with emissions standards.
We still don’t know much about who actually put the software
in and how far top management knew or encouraged them to
do so.
The ﬁrst task is to establish the facts, but neither Volkswagen
nor the broader community can afford to stop there. In this
type of corporate scandal it is critical to know not only what
happened but also why. The trouble is that, all too often, the
enquiry stops at the question “what?” This may help the

The evidence so far is that the company has still not properly
understood the magnitude of the problem. True its chairman
and chief executive have resigned, but they were quickly
replaced with internal appointments. VW has indicated that it
will start recalling cars next year so that the software can be
amended, but this is scant consolation to those who bought
the cars on the basis of fraudulent emission statements. More
needs to be done to restore their trust.
There are three related strands to this enquiry. Volkswagen
has an unusual governance structure which allows few control
rights to outside shareholders and gives a large degree of
power to family interests and to the state of Lower Saxony.
Second, the company is very well connected politically. The
German government has been a keen supporter and, within
Europe, has lobbied on the company’s half for lower emissions
standards. Third, as in all cases where there has been a
collapse of this nature, it is important to examine the business
model and ask if it was trying to achieve the impossible. It
looks as though this might have been the case. The question
must be asked: was the company trying to build market share
for its diesels in the US on the basis of cars that were both
impossibly clean and impossibly fuel-efﬁcient?
There is no doubt that governance deserves critical scrutiny.
Ferdinand Piëch, who was Chairman until April this year when
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he was forced to resign after attempting to oust (the now also
departed) Chief Executive Martin Winterkorn, was previously
Chief Executive in contravention of the now widely accepted
principle that Chief Executives should not go on to become
Chairman of the same company. That may not be that
important in itself, but it is unhelpful when the background
points to a particular need for independent challenge on the
board. Mr Piëch is grandson of the engineer who created the
legendary Beetle. Some might say that gives him legitimacy
but there is a background of disagreement and rivalry
between the Piëch and Porsche families who between them
control the business. Porsche Automobil Holding controls a
majority of the votes although it has only just under a third of
the economic interest in the company. Another large slice of
votes (20 per cent) is controlled by the State of Lower Saxony
in which VW’s Wolfsburg headquarters are located. The State
government’s interest is primarily to preserve jobs and employment.
In short VW’s governance structure never provided adequate
scope for independent challenge, which was certainly dangerous when power was shared between squabbling families,
unions focused on jobs and regional politicians with a similar
local objective. This is not the ﬁrst time that weak governance
has contributed to scandal. A few years ago it was caught
bribing the Works Council with outrageous payments and
favours. One task must be to reform the governance, but we
need to look beyond that to how the culture developed that
allowed the deception to occur and whether the company’s
business model made the problem worse.
As Chief Executive, meanwhile, Mr Winterkorn was known for
his attention to detail, but he did not apparently know about
the deception. Either way round this is a damning admission.
If he did not know, he should have. And as Chief Executive he
had primary responsibility for developing a corporate culture
which would have prevented people perpetrating the deception that happened. But it seems that the governance structure
did not allow for challenging questions to be raised about
culture.
Volkswagen does have a code of ethics and behaviour.
Among other things it states that the company considers
compliance with laws to be the basis for a sustainable and
successful company, that employees should make sure that
their behaviour does not damage the group’s reputation, that it
will deal fairly with business partners and third parties, that all
its reports are true, and that it is committed to continuous
improvement in the environmental tolerability of its products.
Fine words indeed, but it seems that no one stopped to check
how far they matched reality.
One further consequence of the weak governance has been
sense of hubris. Volkswagen was not good at self-criticism,
but perhaps that, alongside its proud history and iconic status

in the industry, gave the company an exaggerated sense of
inviolability and self-importance. Its very size in terms of both
exports and employment gave it a critical political and
economic status within Germany. Does this mean, that, like
banks before it, it had become simply too big and important to
fail? Certainly it was supported by the German government.
There seems to have been very little government interest in
challenging its emissions record, and European tests are in
any case weak.
Within the company, lack of challenge from the top seems to
have led to factionalism. Did internal power struggles
inﬂuence the choice of technologies that in the end had to be
bolstered by fraudulent emissions tests to justify themselves?
At this point it is important to recall that those who perpetrate
deceptions such as those at Volkswagen are not necessarily
bad people in the moral sense of the word. They are more
likely to be responding to pressures that in the end become
unbearable. Thus those who misreported the proﬁts at Toshiba
appear to have been driven by a misguided tribal sense of
corporate loyalty rather than an innate criminal nature. In the
UK, pressure on executives to deliver impossibly high margins
appears to have led to similar mis-statements at the food
retailer Tesco. These failings all seem to owe more to the fact
that people behave differently as part of a group than when
they are on their own, especially when the group is under
pressure. And that raises questions about whether the
business model really works.
Volkswagen has a particular problem. Even though it does
manufacture in other locations, its German base and the need
to keep employment within that country means it has a high
cost base, which in turn means that its cars need to command
a premium. At the same time its aspiration for global
dominance meant it has always needed to seize a strong
market share. It has been able to do this as a result of its
reputation for reliability, durability and outstanding technology.
This approach was tested in particular in the US when it
sought to build up a share of the diesel market and found it
could not offer both the very high emission standards and the
fuel efﬁciency that the public and customers demanded. In
those circumstances, it is not perhaps surprising that some- or
perhaps many - of its employees were driven to cheat,
especially when they were also trying to hold their own against
rivals within the organisation and defend their own diesel
technology against that adopted by rivals.
One question the corporate leadership will have to ask is
whether this business model is viable in future. Premium
pricing is built on the back of trust and this trust is now
shattered. Reform will have to go deep if the problem is to be
addressed. It will not be enough just to ﬁnd a few responsible
individuals and punish them severely.
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THE “NEW” G20/OECD PRINCIPLES OF CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE: MORE THAN MEETS THE EYE

The OECD Principles of Corporate Governance, adopted by
the Financial Stability Board as a key standard for sound
ﬁnancial systems and which have inﬂuenced corporate
governance regulations and best practice guidelines globally
since its issuance in 1999, received a long-awaited update
recently.
Last revised in 2004, the new principles have been renamed
the G20/OECD Principles of Corporate Governance following
an “inclusive” review in which all G20 countries were invited to
participate on an equal footing with OECD member countries.
Additional input was received from international organizations
(such as the Basel Committee, Financial Stability Board, and
World Bank), participants of regional OECD corporate governance roundtables, and other stakeholders via a public online
consultation.
On the surface – particularly from the perspective of
advanced economies such as the United Kingdom – the
G20/OECD principles appear to be little more than an overdue
catch-up exercise containing few amendments of
signiﬁcance. In its consultation submission to the OECD, the
UK National Association of Pension Funds exhorted the
Paris-based think tank to “go further and be more ambitious”
or risk the revised principles becoming “out of date soon after
publication.”
Upon closer inspection, it is apparent that the new principles
do feature a number of substantive discussions and changes,
including:
• Emphasis on a robust and well-functioning regulatory
framework; prominence given
• To proportionality of application;
• Expanded treatment of related party transactions (RPTs);
• Analysis of intermediation in the investment chain,
particularly the corporate governance roles of institutional
investors and proxy advisors;
• Focus on the board’s role in risk oversight; and
• Expanded deﬁnition of materiality
At the same time, the G20/OECD principles give only cursory
attention to or omit to address certain topics that have been
debated extensively in developed economies, including
board diversity (particularly relating to gender), structure of
executive remuneration, and “integrated” reporting. Notably,
the new principles removed the reference to the concept of
“one share, one vote” that was found in the 2004 version.
Perhaps attributable to the extensive involvement of governments in the review, the G20/OECD principles also contain
provisions reﬂecting current global political priorities, for
instance, pressing boards to discourage the “pursuit of
aggressive tax avoidance.”

Among the most notable features of the G20/OECD principles
is the continued emphasis on a robust and well-functioning
regulatory framework. In particular, the new principles stress
the importance of “operationally independent and accountable” regulatory, supervisory, and enforcement authorities and
recommend that any conﬂicting objectives – for example, a
single agency charged with both “attracting business and
sanctioning violations” – be avoided.
Moreover, the
G20/OECD advise governments to scrutinize the role of stock
exchanges in setting, supervising, and enforcing corporate
governance rules as most are now proﬁt-maximizing
enterprises.
In addition, the new principles have inserted “fairness” –
alongside transparency and efﬁciency – as an objective of
market regulation. In light of growing fears that the proliferation of trading venues in recent years has created an advantageous playing ﬁeld for algorithmic traders and left many
traditional investors more vulnerable to exploitation, the
G20/OECD stress that stock markets “should provide fair and
efﬁcient price discovery as a means to help promote effective
corporate governance.”
Lastly, although the G20/OECD warn against over-regulation,
they urge governments to intervene in situations where
“private enforcement” is weak.
In their new incarnation, the principles give considerable
prominence to the notion that corporate governance rules and
best practices should be applied in a “proportional” manner,
particularly as regard to company size. Among the practices
that may be more applicable to larger corporations are:
• Disclosure of non-ﬁnancial information in such areas as
business ethics, social issues, human rights, and political
donations;
• Establishment of board committees, particularly with respect
to audit, risk, and remuneration;
• Investor relations function reporting directly to the board; and
• External facilitation of board evaluation
Recognizing that the continued prevalence of controlling
shareholders and corporate groups around the world means
that related party transactions (RPTs) will remain commonplace, the new G20/OECD principles provide further
guidance on their identiﬁcation, approval process, and public
disclosure.
The G20/OECD recommend that RPTs be deﬁned precisely
but broadly and, to ease administrative burden, exclude
immaterial transactions and recurring ones that are transacted
at veriﬁable market terms. The new principles also sanction
the approval of RPTs by independent board members or
disinterested shareholders.
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Notably, the principles state that all material RPTs and their
terms should be fully disclosed to the market on an individualized basis.
Rather than viewing institutional investors as a homogenous
group, the new principles helpfully differentiate the various
actors in the investment chains – such as pension funds,
insurance companies, and investment managers – and their
varied incentives to exercise voting and other governance
rights. In particular, the G20/OECD caution that “if shareholder
engagement is not part of [an] institution’s business model
and investment strategy, mandatory requirements to engage,
for example through voting, may be ineffective and lead to a
box-ticking approach.” Indeed, this is a problem confronted
by many countries.
At the same time, the G20/OECD principles call on institutional
investors with active corporate governance policies to
disclose how they put them into effect. Relevant evidence in
this regard includes actual voting records, stafﬁng levels, and
steps taken to minimize institutional obstacles that may
impede the effective exercise of their shareholder rights.
Acknowledging the substantial inﬂuence of proxy advisors on
voting matters, the new principles call for measures to mitigate
conﬂicts of interest or other risks that threaten the integrity of
their services. In particular, the G20/OECD expressed
concern about proxy advisors offering services to both
institutional investor and corporate clients.
Whereas the 2004 principles focused principally on the
board’s role in overseeing accounting and ﬁnancial reporting
systems and internal controls, the updated version tasks the
board with more expansive risk oversight responsibilities.
New areas of focus include ensuring that senior management
oversight is in place and compliance programs – which
should extend to subsidiaries and, where possible, agents,

distributors, suppliers, joint venture partners, and other
relevant third parties – are effective.
Embedded in the Disclosure and Transparency chapter of the
OECD principles is a subtle amendment that may ultimately
prove to be of great signiﬁcance. Presently, under most, if not
all, securities law regimes, the concept of “materiality” relates
only to information that a reasonable investor would consider
important in buying or selling a security. In the 2015 principles,
however, the G20/OECD suggested that information deemed
important for making a voting decision could also be material.
Time will tell whether individual G20/OECD countries and
others will embrace this striking idea, although there is little
doubt that it will be vigorously debated.
Lastly, it is worth mentioning that the new principles no longer
include the following sentences:
“The Principles do not take a position on the concept of ‘one
share one vote.’ However, many institutional investors and
shareholder associations support this concept.”
Their removal suggests that OECD members favoring “one
share, one vote” have abandoned their quest to spread it
globally and that there is now broader acceptance of unequal
shareholder control rights among G20/OECD member
countries.
Although the new G20/OECD Principles of Corporate Governance cannot be described as revolutionary, they helpfully
seek to elevate standards in a number of areas relevant to
both developed and emerging markets. Moreover, they better
reﬂect the considerable variations in the global corporate
governance landscape and acknowledge – if implicitly – the
limits of global convergence of corporate governance
practices.
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1. Introduction
This paper analyses the policy challenges in regulating
transactions with related parties between a corporation and
“related parties” (RPTs). Because they are easy to disguise as
legitimate business transactions and, thus disguised, they are
not even taxed as corporate distributions, RPTs are an
effective technology to appropriate value or, in other words, a
widely used “tunneling” tool. At the same time, RPTs exist that
create value for all parties involved.
Tunneling not only raises distributional concerns in the relationship between controlling shareholders and minorities, but has
a negative effect on capital markets: pervasive tunneling may
lead to adverse selection in the IPO market: if a prospective
issuer is unable to signal its controllers’ intention not to engage
in tunneling, it may desert the IPO market, leaving it to
tunneling-prone issuers. Tunneling may lead to distortions in
the market for corporate control: the highest-value user may
be unable to buy control from the incumbent controlling
shareholder, if the former is unable to extract as high private
beneﬁts. Finally, tunneling may well distort managerial and
strategic choices within individual companies: controlling
shareholders will choose transactions and strategies allowing
them to extract more value via tunneling than those maximizing overall ﬁrm value.
Because RPTs are a usual suspect as a vehicle for tunneling,
a number of jurisdictions provide for speciﬁc provisions
addressing RPTs. For instance, under the inﬂuence of international economic organizations such as the OECD and the
World Bank, many Asian countries, including India, have
recently broadened the scope of RPT rules and tightened their
content.
2. The Legal Tools
How can legal systems prevent RPTs from being used for
tunneling purposes without stiﬂing value-creating transactions? We describe some of the most commonly used tools to
this effect, brieﬂy highlighting the conditions for them to be
effective and their limits.
2.1 Prohibitions
The seemingly most draconian way to address tunneling via
RPTs is a simple prohibition of RPTs. That strategy has two
main drawbacks: it would also rule out value-creating RPTs
and, more importantly, it may not even accomplish much:
unless an equally well-enforced prohibition on any form of
tunneling is in place, insiders would just avoid RPTs as an

expropriation technique and use functionally equivalent
substitutes.
Prohibitions selectively targeting a speciﬁc category of RPTs,
i.e., loans to related parties such as directors and executives,
have traditionally been common in Europe and gained traction
in the US and China in the ﬁrst half of the 2000s.
2.2 Procedural Safeguards
Most jurisdictions provide for rules on how to enter into RPTs.
In general, procedural rules can be deﬁned as more or less
strict, depending on how effectively insulated corporate
decision-makers are from the dominant insiders and on the
extent to which they put decision-makers in control over the
negotiating process. We focus here on two procedural
safeguards that at least some jurisdictions currently deploy:
approval by a majority of independent shareholders and
approval by disinterested/independent directors.
2.2.1 MOM Approval
A popular idea in academia as well as among policy makers
is that the most effective procedural safeguard against
tunneling is a veto power over RPTs for a majority of the
shareholders other than the related party itself (a majority of
the minority, or MOM). An increasing number of countries
(including the UK and various East Asian countries) provide
for such a requirement with respect to larger, non-routine
transactions.
A MOM requirement ensures that only fair RPTs are entered
into, provided at least three conditions are met:
a. Minority shareholders have a real opportunity to cast their vote.
b. Voting shareholders do so sincerely, for example being truly
unrelated themselves to the related party and having been
paid no bribe to vote in favor.
c. The MOM approval is the outcome of a well-informed
decision-making process, following full disclosure of all
material information about the RPT.
Of course, a MOM requirement also makes it more likely that a
fair RPT will not be entered into. That may be the case when:
a. Shareholders are ill-informed about the real value to their
corporation of the asset to be bought (sold), thinking it is worth
less (more) than the related party offers.
b. One or more shareholders have the power to hold out and
no agreement is (or can be) reached on the side payment that
they request to vote in favor of the transaction.
c. The marginal transaction costs of obtaining MOM approval
are such as to make the transaction not worth entering into.

The World Bank’s Doing Business Report has been instrumental in focusing lawmakers’ minds on improving RPTs laws by ranking countries, inter alia, according
to how strictly they regulate them. See International Finance Corporation, Doing Business 2014 96–97 (11th ed. 2013), available at http://www.doingbusiness.org.
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2.2.2 Independent Directors’ Approval
Jurisdictions may require involvement of independent
directors in the approval process. For independent directors
to play an effective role in the protection of minority shareholders, the key issue is of course how truly independently from
controllers one can expect them to act. In part, that will
depend on how “independence” is deﬁned and, primarily, on
whether being nominated by the controlling shareholder
precludes that qualiﬁcation. Even where a director is
nominated and appointed with the involvement of minority
shareholders substantial independence is not guaranteed, as
that is mainly a function of an individual’s assertiveness and
reputational concerns.
Independent directors have inferior knowledge of a
company’s business than dominant shareholders. The
presence of what are to him unknown unknowns may well
allow insiders to ﬁlter the pieces of information based upon
which directors’ decision will be made.
Independent director involvement may also vary in intensity: a
non-binding advice on RPTs is a particularly weak tool. A
requirement that the transaction be approved not only by the
board as a whole but also by a majority of the independent
directors or such directors’ binding advice will be more
effective. But the strongest form of involvement is ﬁnally the
“independent negotiating committee” often used in the U.S.: a
small number of independent directors conduct negotiations
on the transaction and decide upon it, usually with freedom to
search for alternative counter-parties.
2.3 Disclosure
Mandatory disclosure is still today a widely used technique to
address RPTs. In isolation, mandatory disclosure is insufﬁcient
to prevent tunneling, which is well documented even via
transactions that are publicly disclosed. Its importance is
more in supporting internal decision-makers’ independence
(they will act more assertively if they know the RPT they may
approve will be subject to public scrutiny) and in facilitating
private and public enforcement against tunneling.
Financial reporting standards nowadays require disclosure
(and therefore audit) of information relating to material RPTs
almost everywhere. Some jurisdictions also provide for ad
hoc, immediate disclosure of larger RPTs, whether as a step in
the process leading to MOM approval or as an independent
requirement once the transaction has been entered into.

into the merits of an RPT to ﬁnd out whether its terms were
“fair” to the corporation, i.e., whether it suffered any prejudice
(broadly or strictly identiﬁed) therefrom.
Different standards of review may apply to different RPTs
within the same jurisdiction. Notably, corporate law in many
countries provide for more lenient standards when RPTs also
qualify as intra-group transactions.
3. The Challenges of Enacting Effective Reforms
For anti-tunneling reforms to be effective in the long run two
elements are crucial: ﬁrst, the law in action has to follow
through on the reformed law on the books; second, the new
legal environment must be either supported by relevant
market players or in tune with social perceptions about
tunneling.
Good enforcement institutions are key because in this area
there is no such thing as an effective bright line rule, and even
self-enforcing provisions prove illusory. The problem is that
even reform-minded policymakers will hesitate to unleash
incompetent judges by easing shareholder access to justice.
Unpredictability of outcomes and outright wrong decisions, no
matter whether in favour of plaintiff shareholders or defendant
insiders, may well harm an equity market’s reputation no less
than the absence of avenues for judicial redress. That may
explain why in countries with traditionally weak enforcement
institutions it is often securities regulators who have taken the
lead in enforcing anti-tunneling rules.
Even fervent enforcement by a committed securities regulator,
backed, as it may, by law reforms tightening RPT rules, can
reveal itself to be no more than a ﬂash in the pan where either
no social norm against tunneling exists or market players do
not themselves effectively demand high compliance rates and
strict enforcement.
Unless social norms themselves evolve in unison with the new
stricter rules and thus make tunneling socially unacceptable,
the social perception may soon become one of overzealous
bureaucrats harassing successful entrepreneurs/employers
for the beneﬁt of anonymous and often foreign investors, at
which point it will be easy for the powerful business elite to
obtain laxer enforcement and/or a “counter-reform.”

2.5 Ex Post Standard-Based Review
Jurisdictions usually rely also on ex post judicial enforcement
of one form or another of a “don’t tunnel” standard to tackle
RPTs. Generally, what the various manifestations of ex post
standard-based review have in common is that courts look
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The S&P/Hawkamah ESG Pan Arab Index has been created
by S&P Dow Jones Indices and Hawkamah. The International Finance Corporation has partly funded this work. The
ESG research is carried out by Hawkamah; S&P Dow Jones
Indices provides the methodology for deﬁning ESG criteria,
and developed and calculates the index.
The S&P/Hawkamah ESG Pan Arab Index is the ﬁrst Pan
Arab Index of its kind. It is an index based primarily on
quantitative factors, with subjective overlay, if needed. For
the ﬁrst time, environmental, social and corporate governing factors have been extensively quantiﬁed and translated
into a series of scores measuring securities in the universe
of publicly traded Pan Arab companies. This index not only
ensures a selection of environmentally, socially and
corporate governance responsible companies, but also
securities which are representative of the Pan Arab equity
markets based on size and liquidity.
Linking stock market performance to ESG is, perhaps, the
most effective way to highlight the concept of ESG. Indices
are being used more and more to create derivative
products, exchange traded funds (ETFs), OTC products,
and structured products, all of which provide liquidity and
investability to speciﬁc market segments. Investors, in turn,
have access to an investable tool which matches their
investment preferences.
For more information, please refer to the S&P/Hawkamah
ESG Pan Arab Index methodology at www.spdji.com.

Transparency and disclosure by companies about their
ﬁnances, management and policies have increasingly
become critical parameters in how investors invest globally.
Environmental, Social and Governance or ESG as it is
popularly called, once a niche domain of some so called ‘do
gooders’ has morphed into a theme that is playing out repeatedly across the corporate world, resonating in board rooms
and asset management strategies alike. Stakeholder engagement now drives transparency and good governance, and
companies have slowly become aware of the fact that
stakeholder engagement is not about anti-business sentiment
getting a free run, rather it is about all stakeholders - investors,
management, employees together working to make the
company a wholesome and proﬁtable enterprise.
Changing societal expectations around the world are now
driving an agenda where all stakeholders have complete
information about the company policies and implementations.
Complete stakeholder engagement helps the board to
understand the global environment and how best to prepare
for it. Too often in the past the board would be sitting in
isolation, snug in its belief that the company is on track, and
then would be caught by surprise about some negative publicity about their behavior. To avoid any ‘surprises’ whether about
speciﬁc business activities or their performance in general, it
has become critically important to have full stakeholder
engagement. Effective corporate leadership needs full

Exhibit 1:Qatar Scores
Year
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007

Governance
933
920
748
665
649
533
475
441

Environmental & Social
178
177
126
76
85
53
40
24

Total Score
1111
1097
874
741
734
586
515
465

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC and Hawkamah UAE. Data from 2007 through 2014. Table is provided for illustrative purposes.

Exhibit 2: UAE Scores
Year
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007

Governance
831
820
654
627
518
449
378
359

Environmental & Social
168
163
150
122
97
69
60
40

Total Score
999
983
804
749
615
518
438
399

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC and Hawkamah UAE. Data from 2007 through 2014. Table is provided for illustrative purposes.
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Exhibit 3: Saudi Arabia Scores
Year
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007

Governance
3337
3397
2643
2590
2052
1950
1629
1399

Environmental & Social
617
600
510
460
310
254
214
140

Total Score
3954
3997
3153
3050
2362
2204
1843
1539

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC and Hawkamah UAE. Data from 2007 through 2014. Table is provided for illustrative purposes.

Exhibits 1, 2, and 3 show the Goverance and Environmental
and Social scores of companies in the S&P/Hawkamah ESG
Pan Arab Index from the Qatar, UAE, and Saudi Arabia
markets.
Further Exhibits 4, 5, and 6 compute the percentage
difference in scores year over year for each of the markets.
The striking improvement in transparency and disclosure in all
markets from 2007 through 2014 stands out immediately. On
an average both categories of scores and the total scores
have more than doubled. The Environmental and Social
scores have shown the maximum improvement. This is not
surprising since they have come up from a very low base.
Environmental and stakeholder engagement for policy setting,
accounting and management and executive management
selection.
As the Saudi Arabian equity market gears up for more accessibility and investability by global investors, it offers an exciting
opportunity to increase the pace of stakeholder engagement
and transparency. Global investors bring in large fund ﬂows to
the market and its listed stocks but also demand more say in
corporate management. Corporate responsibility exhibited by
a company actually encourages, besides increased
investments, long term customer loyalty and employee longevity. Globally it is increasingly accepted that shareholders are

the owners of the company and the board and management
have a ﬁduciary responsibility to the shareholders as true
owners. Shareholders have the right to vote in the decision
making of the company, receive dividend distribution and sell
their ownership stake as per their choice. Stakeholder engagement helps companies understand the important issues and
concerns of different stakeholders and address them before
they become major risk factors.
The question is then does market opening and global fund
ﬂows help companies to become more transparent and
encourage stakeholder engagement. We looked at the data
around S&P’s ESG indices in the Pan Arab region to give us
some answers.
Let us see how scores change over time in response to market
openings giving more investor say in how companies are run
and managed. Both UAE and Qatar entered global emerging
markets benchmarks in 2014. However, they were under
review for such a change since 2008. Corporate governance
standards and operational ease of access and transparency
had to improve considerably for them to qualify for global
investment portfolios. If we look at improvement in scores
during the 2008- 2010 period, for both markets, though the
pattern is uneven, however there is an overall improvement in
both corporate governance and environmental scores. In

Exhibit 4: Saudi Arabia Score Change
Year
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007

Governance (%)
-1.77
28.53
2.05
26.22
5.23
19.71
16.44
-

Environmental (%)
2.83
17.65
10.87
48.39
22.05
18.69
52.86
-

Total Score (%)
-1.08
26.77
3.38
29.13
7.17
19.59
19.75
-

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC and Hawkamah UAE. Data from 2007 through 2014. Table is provided for illustrative purposes.
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Exhibit 5: Qatar Score Change
Year
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007

Governance (%)
1.41
22.99
12.48
2.47
21.76
12.21
7.71
-

Environmental (%)
0.56
40.48
65.79
-10.59
60.38
32.50
66.67
-

Total Score (%)
1.28
25.51
17.95
0.95
25.26
13.79
10.75
-

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC and Hawkamah UAE. Data from 2007 through 2014. Table is provided for illustrative purposes.

Exhibit 6: UAE Score Change
Year
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007

Governance (%)
1.34
25.38
4.31
21.04
15.37
18.78
5.29
-

Environmental (%)
3.07
8.67
22.95
25.77
40.58
15.00
50.00
-

Total Score (%)
1.63
22.26
7.34
21.79
18.73
18.26
9.77
-

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC and Hawkamah UAE. Data from 2007 through 2014. Table is provided for illustrative purposes.

2013 when the announcement for inclusions went out for
implementation in 2014, the markets gathered pace with their
reforms and the companies worked hard to be relevant for
global investors. Interestingly 2014 when the actual inclusion
occurred there is a very small change in scores for both
markets. This could be because these companies knew that
they were ‘good enough’ now and there was no immediate
need for improvement or because they were comfortable that
they had reached a certain acceptable standard and were
comfortable in this space.
Saudi Arabian markets ﬁrst permitted access to global
investors in 2008 via P notes. We see a similar pattern of
improvement though a little more uneven than the UAE and
Qatar. In January 2012 the market regulators published their
ﬁrst draft of QFII rules for more global accessibility, and the
ﬁnal rules were published in 2014 with implementation in
2015. Hence we see a big jump in 2013 when the companies
start expecting a favorable outcome of more global investors
and make a big effort in bringing their standards up to speed.
Interestingly, 2014 was a very lackluster year with slightly
negative results. There could be several reasons for this –
companies felt that enough had been done and there was no

need to do more, or they felt that the changes themselves
would take some time before actual investments were going to
come in and there was time to step back, ponder and decide
the best way forward over the next few years, or simply there
was a fatigue about disclosure changes for now.
Whatever the reason may be, it is heartening to note the
steady march of Saudi Arabia and other GCC markets
towards higher ESG standards. The change is well in motion
and we can only expect that as more global investors put their
spotlight on GCC markets and Saudi Arabia in particular, this
can only result in more stakeholder engagement and better
understanding of the importance of ESG norms for the
corporate community in these markets.
Global investing norms are changing rapidly and ESG which
had been a fringe player even in developed markets until very
recently has now taken center stage. Increasingly pension
funds and sovereign funds are being asked to include ESG as
part of their ﬁduciary responsibility along with investor returns.
With this kind of a global momentum in place, it will be hard for
GCC markets to remain immune to it, and we can only expect
that ESG standards go up and up.
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
INDEX PROJECT

Abdulaziz M. Alwathnani, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Accounting, Principal Researcher and Director
of the CGI Project Alfaisal College of Business
David R. Beatty, C.M., O.B.E, Adjunct Professor of Strategic Management Conway Director of Clarkson
Center for Board Effectiveness Rotman School of Management, University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada
Stephen Davis, Ph.D., Associate Director and Senior Fellow , Harvard Law School on Corporate
Governance Harvard University, Combridge, Massachusetts

Introduction
Saudi Arabia is in the midst of transformational economic
change, with authorities in the process of allowing foreign
institutional investors to invest directly in the domestic stock
market. The government’s aim is for the Kingdom to become
one of the region’s diversiﬁed economic centers, and to
advance the performance of different sectors of the economy,
including state-controlled enterprises and family businesses
as they transition between generations. As part of this effort,
authorities have now identiﬁed corporate governance as a risk
factor that warrants special attention. In particular, the Saudi
Arabian General Investment Authority (SAGIA), led by Eng.
Abdullatif Al Othman, the Governor, and deputy governor
HRH Prince Saud Bin Khalid Al Faisal, have backed the
creation of a new corporate governance initiative at the
College of Business of Alfaisal University, in Riyadh. The
project promises to raise the proﬁle of corporate governance
in the Kingdom as well as produce graduates schooled in the
subject. More broadly, the initiative can demonstrate the value
of developing a domestic, intellectual resource trained on

addressing Saudi, rather than international, conditions. The
corporate governance initiative has the backing of Saudi
regulators, such as the Ministry of Commerce and Industry
and the Capital Market Authority as well as the support of a large
segment of the business community and other stakeholders.
Saudi authorities see good corporate governance as of
crucial importance for attracting both domestic and foreign
investors, building and retaining their conﬁdence in the
economy, strengthening and developing capital markets,
creating sustainable economic growth, and providing employment opportunities for young nationals. That perspective
dovetails with the weight of international academic evidence,
which tends to show that effective corporate governance
aligns the interests of top management with those of investors,
ensures optimal allocation of scarce resources in the
economy, creates sustainable values for shareholders, and
ensures that organizations have sound core values and high
ethical standards. Van den Berghe and Levrau (2003) argue
that investors pay a premium for well-run companies. As well,
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advocates contend, good corporate governance promotes
business integrity and social responsibility and encourages
companies to participate in projects that support charitable,
educational and/or environmental causes. International
bodies such as the Organization for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD) and the World Bank Group, governance NGOs such as Hawkamah and the International Corporate Governance Network, and national regulators in the GCC
region have gone further by issuing standards and best
practices in governance behavior.

the backbone of the Saudi economy.

Alfaisal’s project seeks to test the practical application of
these standards in the Kingdom by establishing baseline data
on how enterprises approach governance today. The Corporate Governance Index (CGI) project is to be implemented in
three stages, with outside advice provided by Professor David
Beatty of the Clarkson Center for Board Effectiveness at
Rotman School of Management, University of Toronto, and Dr.
Stephen Davis, senior fellow of the Harvard Law School
Program on Corporate Governance and a senior fellow in
governance at the Brookings Institution, in Washington, DC.

The predominance of family companies in the Saudi market
presents challenges and opportunities for corporate governance that are not always considered in publicly traded companies where ownership is dispersed and management is mainly
in the hands of external and hired professionals.

Baseline Governance Data
In the ﬁrst stage of the project, researchers have constructed
a corporate governance index—that is, a set of comparisons,
not a stock market index—for listed Saudi companies. The
CGI objective is to measure corporate governance disclosure
and practices and assign a general score to each ﬁrm. The
CGI score, in turn, compromises two components: mandatory
disclosure and voluntary disclosure. Mandatory disclosure
includes information that companies are required to report on
by market regulations, namely the Listing Rules and Corporate
Governance Regulations. On the other hand, voluntary
disclosure includes information that companies voluntarily
report in their efforts to promote transparency and accountability.
When released, CGI’s reports comparing voluntary governance disclosures among listed Saudi ﬁrms are expected to
encourage lagging companies to improve information output.
Sponsors of the project hope that the initiative will enhance
transparency and accountability and increase the attractiveness and competitiveness of the Saudi capital market both for
domestic and foreign investors, particularly institutional
investors, an essential ingredient for market development and
maturity. The CGI report will be published on an annual basis,
starting this year, by the newly- expected to be launched
Corporate Governance Research Center at Alfaisal University.
Governance at Family Companies
In the second stage, over the next two to three years, the CGI
project will be extended to include family-owned companies,
particularly the large ﬁrms. Family-owned companies are the
leading form of business organizations in Saudi Arabia. They
represent about 95 percent of Saudi companies and they are

There are more than 5,000 family businesses; less than 3
percent of them are listed on the stock market. According to
Jeddah Chamber of Commerce and Industry, family
businesses contribute about 25 percent of the gross domestic
product (Economic Times, July 26, 2012). Their contribution to
the non-oil GDP is a little bit more than 50 percent. This rate
reﬂects the importance of family businesses to the Saudi
economy.

In ﬁrst and sometimes in the second generation, family
businesses are managed by the founders and other family
members. As a result, these businesses often face difﬁculties
in attracting and retaining good professionals to assume
management positions due to the resistance of family / managers to cede control of the business and change habits and
ways of running the business. As well, family-owned
businesses, particularly after the founding generations, face a
multitude of challenges, such as succession planning, access
to debt markets, and attracting and retaining highly qualiﬁed
professionals as well as business success and family peace.
These among others are unique governance issues that
family-owned companies face that may threat their existence,
but which are not well addresses in international governance
codes and standards.
According to the Family Business Institute, the survival rate of
family businesses into the second and third generations is 30
percent and 12 percent, respectively. However, only 3 percent
of family businesses survive to reach the fourth generation.
This statistic strongly suggests that 90 percent of today Saudi
family companies will not survive after the second generation.
Thus, for the Saudi market, any discussion of corporate gover
nance improvements must address the unique governance
challenges that family companies face. Establishing the right
corporate governance structure for family-owned businesses
will help improve their corporate governance practices,
succession planning, and ensure their continuity and sustainability. Good corporate governance improves internal control
systems and risk management of family companies and
provides assurances to debt investors that their interests and
concerns will be recognized and addressed. This enhances
the ability of these companies to attract debt ﬁnancing, while
reducing their cost of capital (e.g., Williamson, 1975). As well,
the right governance structure improves the image of family
businesses and strengthens their appeal to equity investors
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should these companies go public in the future.
Governance at SOEs
In the third stage, in the next four to ﬁve years, the CGI project
will be extended to include government departments and
agencies. Good corporate governance is fundamental to any
effective organization and is the hallmark of any well-run entity,
project founders believe.
Government departments have a long history in propelling
economic, educational, industrial, and social developments in
Saudi Arabia. They have acted as engines of change,
provided important services, created jobs, and contributed to
developing the Kingdom’s national identity. Governance in
public sector bodies is about the process and structure for
overseeing the direction and management of these departments so that they effectively fulﬁl their mandates.
To fully understand the role of a speciﬁc Saudi government
department, it is important to ﬁrst understand the interests and
mandates of this entity and its involvement in program
delivery. There are more than 30 government departments
and agencies that have unique and sometimes overlapping
responsibilities. As all levels of government hold key policy
and regulatory levers, a central governance challenge in the
public sector is to ensure that these levers are developed and
used collaboratively and effectively to serve the public
interest, deliver programs, and achieve the strategic policy
objectives of these departments.
Good governance systems in government departments
promote a culture of integrity, transparency, and accountability, improve planning and performance monitoring, and
improve public faith, conﬁdence, and trust in the political
system, government departments, and public servants
(Deloitte, 2014). As well, project founders contend, quality
governance structure will enhance government departments’
ability to attract highly qualiﬁed professionals, improve their
strategic clarity, and enhance their sustainability. Over time,
the CGI project intends to draw lessons from its research in
listed and family company sectors in developing analysis tools
relevant to the study of Saudi state owned enterprises.
Partnership with the Business Community
For the success of the CGI project, there must be a genuine
partnership between Alfaisal University and the business,
regulator, and corporate governance communities as well as
other interested parties, such as the Big Four accounting ﬁrms
and accounting professionals. The aim of this partnership is to
improve the corporate governance culture in Saudi Arabia in a
well-guided, long-term, incremental approach that seeks
feedback and wisdom from all directions. To this end, Alfaisal
has been in regular communication with these diverse
interested parties to share the project’s corporate governance

model and rating criteria, and to seek their collective wisdom
in creating the most credible corporate governance research
program for the Saudi market.
Conclusion
Markets generally achieve comparative advantage in
meaningful corporate governance progress when they feature
multiple centers of information and advocacy, whether from
media, regulators, investors, professional bodies or academic
institutions. In this sense, Alfaisal’s decision to open its center
represents an historic opportunity for Saudi Arabia, as it gives
the Kingdom one of its ﬁrst home-based, independent
research, policy analysis and teaching capacity dedicated to
corporate governance. Moreover, the decision to address
family and state-owned enterprises, in addition to listed
companies, better equips the CGI project to tackle real-world
characteristics of Gulf markets.
SAGIA’s investment in the Alfaisal initiative is designed to
provide seed capital until the corporate governance initiative
ﬁnds additional funding streams. Alfaisal University and
SAGIA have ambitious hopes for the CGI project as a catalyst
for improvement in Saudi corporate governance. Alongside
the government, and in line with research, they believe that
corporate governance has become a common theme and
guiding principle for the global investment community, and is
widely used by investors as a screening tool to identify good
investment opportunities. Demonstrated attention to best
practices could draw greater internal and external capital to
the country. Moreover, focus on the topic could be expected to
generate demand for local corporate governance expertise
and consulting services. This could trigger the emergence of
a domestic corporate governance industry, expanding
accounting and ﬁnancial services in the Saudi market into new
territory and creating fresh professional jobs for young Saudis.
With the newly-expected to be inaugurated Center, the Alfaisal
College of Business will emerge as a peek training ground for
such skills as students gain hands-on experience in practical
and professional aspects of corporate governance.
In addition to conducting corporate governance research, the
Center is to serve as a means to raise the proﬁle of corporate
governance among business leaders and regulators. For this
reason, one of the Center’s mandates is to organize public
lectures, industry roundtables, training programs, and
academic conferences on governance-related areas.
Finally, founders expect the Center to serve as a think tank
function by periodically issuing public policy recommendations to address corporate governance challenges. The aim of
these recommendations is to help regulators and policy
makers strengthen market corporate governance regulations
and improve corporate governance practices in Saudi
Arabia..
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Some bonds are too strong to break.
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GENDER DIVERSITY
IN THE BOARDROOM

Dr. Ashraf Gamal, CEO of Hawkamah

Gender diversity in boardrooms is a hot global topic in
corporate governance. One reason for is that some research
indicated that boards with women perform better than
male-only boards. Another important reason is that the current
pace of growth in the number of women on boards is not
encouraging. During Hawkamah’s “Women on Boards” study
tour in New York October 2015, a professor at Columbia Law
School indicated that with the current growth rate of women on
boards in the US, only 20% of US directors will be women in
2045. In the report “Every Other One: More Women on Corpo-

rate Boards”, released by the Committee for Economic
Development, November 2014,it documents very slow
change taking place and estimates that with the current
growth rates, and according to the “CATALYST” commenting
on the report ﬁndings, it will take these companies more than
one hundred years to have 50% of boards to be women. The
question then becomes; if gender diversity is good for boards
and companies, then why isn’t it happening? How can we
speed up the change?
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Reasons why not too many women sit on corporate boards are
many. Some reasons are easier to address than others, but
most, if not all, of the hurdles relate to culture. Throughout the
meetings during the NYC study tour, it was clear that the
statement that “the boardroom is male dominated and that is
what creates the problem”, was oversimplifying the situation
and that the challenges are far more complex.
“Women must do their homework in terms of preparing
themselves for the board room. Women also must possess
technical skill and knowledge that makes them valuable for
the board and the organization”. This argument sounds more
logical and matches with what most female and male experts’
viewpoints. In my point of view, this is the key challenge. Only
it does not apply only to women. Men too need to prepare
themselves well before they get into the board room. They too
must have some technical knowledge and skills that will help
them add value to the organization when they serve on its
board. Here lies the heart of the problem.
How do you prepare yourself to become a productive board
member? Of course taking the proper governance and leadership courses is important. But where do board members
come from ultimately? They are usually taken from top
management. So being a senior executive, or a member of the
C-suite, is one key entry points for being a board members,
this message came out during many of the meetings, if you
want more women on boards, get more women on senior
management level. McKinsey & Company conducted a
relevant study “Women in the Workplace 2015” on Fortune
500. The study found out that in 2012, the pipeline for the
C-suite jobs in the Fortune 500 companies had only 16%
women. In 2015 the percentage went up to 17%, almost
statistically insigniﬁcant change. The study also found out that
women face more obstacles than men in reaching for senior
leadership roles. Another study, “Cracking the Code”, by
KPMG, YSC, and the 30% club on S&P 500, released in 2014,
found out that only 18% of Executive Committee (ExCo)
members are women, a man is 4.5 times more likely to get to
the ExCo than a woman.
So it does look like addressing the lack of women on boards
starts from addressing the lack of women on top management, even in the Fortune 500 and S&P 500 companies. The
30% club study responded to 10 of the top myths used to
explain why women do not get the chance to climb the
corporate ladder as much as men do. It went further by
proving through research that they are not real reasons, but
rather myths. The ﬁrst myth is that women do not aspire to
senior leadership roles. Research has proven that this is not
true. Women have different way to deﬁne success that may be
misled into that myth. One of the other myths is that childrearing stops women from getting to the top. Research shows

while childrearing may slow down the woman’s career progression, but it does not stop her from getting to the top. And the
“Cracking the Code” study went on responding to each of the
top ten myths through research results. This includes also the
notion of lack of conﬁdence, poor leadership qualities, poor
networks, etc.
The important conclusion from these studies that was also
echoed during our meetings during the study tour, is that there
has to be serious efforts in changing the organizational and
work culture in general. In a survey of close to 30,000 employees from 34 companies, McKinsey & Company found compelling evidence that women are disadvantaged by company
practices and culture, and even some men are disadvantaged
too. The changes we need to see in companies aim at
enabling women to advance in their careers and to reach for
the C-suite and top management positions so that they can
join the pipeline for board seats. Why this is difﬁcult? Well, the
McKinsey study found out that only one in 9 men actually
believes that women have fewer opportunities than men.
How can we bring about change? First, organizations need to
see the true picture. Creating reports on gender equality in the
workplace, along with the right statistics on an annual basis
and tracking changes is a good start. Percentages of women
in all management levels will for sure help the organization in
getting the picture right. Second, organizational policies must
take into account that people are different, the more rigid
policies of work hours and leaves, the tougher it gets on
women and even some men to be able to advance in their
careers. With policies such as hot-desking, ﬂexible working
hours, management by objectives, organizations can get the
best out of their employees while they can also take care of
their personal lives. Companies need also to make conscious
decisions of empowering women at the C-suite and top
management positions. A self-set quota is not a bad idea, a
quota that can be increased every few years until we really
break the glass ceiling. A third policy the experts we met
during our tour found very useful was “sponsors”. A sponsor is
a top executive who perceives a female manager or employee
to be a good candidate for higher positions. So he coaches
her and supports her appointment to higher posts once he
feels that she is ready. A sponsor is different than a mentor
who coaches the mentee but he takes on the responsibility of
nominating the sponsored to a higher post. Finally, organizations should review their HR policies, item by item, to see if
they are gender-biased or not. This is not about maternity
leave for example, but about how such leave will affect the
employee’s career. For example, the McKinsey survey found
out that more than 90% of both women and men believe that a
leave of absence to take care of a family matter will hurt their
career. Such high percentage cannot be totally irrational or
unjustiﬁed.
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While company policies will create the qualiﬁed pipeline of
female candidates to be nominated and elected for boards,
other efforts from boards and owners are needed as well.
Company owners, boards and the government must have
gender diversity as one of their priorities. It is not only good for
the company performance and proﬁtability, but it is also the
right thing to do. Board chairmen must make conscious
decisions to have at least one female director. The GCC
countries do not lack qualiﬁed women. The program that
Hawkamah launched this year helped in creating a qualiﬁed
pool of women who can serve on boards of the government,
listed companies, and family businesses.
Finally, it is important to understand that the problem of gender
inequality is not just a problem in the Arab world. It is a global
one. The fact that countries such as Denmark, France, and
Canada established a quota system for boards says a lot.
Governments have an important role to play in breaking the
“glass ceiling”, even in the most developed countries in the
world. The cabinet decree of 2012 at the UAE to mandate at

least one women director on each government board was a
great one to push change in the government. The change on
listing rules by HE Minister of Economy in May 2015 mandating listing companies to have at least one female candidate for
the board membership, was a much needed change to force
listed companies to think about the issue of gender equality.
And the fact that the rule is “comply or explain” based, will
make companies to think many times before simply ignoring it,
for they have to give a good reason why no woman was
nominated for board membership. It remains important
though that women do not create their own “glass ceiling”,
thinking that they cannot devote enough time to being
successful C—suite or board members. Many of the successful women directors we met are mothers, grandmothers, and
CEOs and board members in many organizations. In brief,
women can be effective board members and continue to be
good mothers at the same time. With family and company
support, the whole society will beneﬁt a lot from one of its
major assets that is still underutilized.
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